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Why does one person survive and another die? Such outcomes aren’t rare and often happen even
when two similar people are subject to the same survival ordeal. Writing about survival full-time for
the past 12 years or so has enabled me to research thousands of survival ordeals, and more often
than knowledge, skills, or physical fitness, the will to survive determines who lives and who does not.

Survival of the Fittest?

Unless fitness means being adaptable and never giving up, you don’t have to study survival long to
learn that it’s not the fittest who survive after all. Unless perhaps, Darwin included psychological
fitness in his appraisal. Yet I can see why one might mistake physiological fitness for psychological
fitness. The two are inextricably linked. When a survivor loses the will to survive, loss of physical
health and then life itself, quickly follow.

When I consider survival psychology and the will to survive, I am reminded of the survival ordeal of
José Salvador Alvarenga and his mate Ezequiel Córdoba. The two longline fishermen set out to sea to
fish off the Pacific coast of Mexico on November 17, 2012. Their skiff was disabled by a storm and
drifted between 5,500 and 6,700 miles until it washed ashore in Ebon Atoll in the Solomon Islands on
January 30th, 2014, 428 days later. Upon hearing about it, it was difficult to believe that anyone could
survive such a strenuous ordeal, but after careful research and interviewing, it became evident, both
that it was possible, and that he could not have faked it.

How does a survivor survive well over a year adrift at sea in a 23’ open fiberglass skiff with only a
large icebox for shelter after nearly all your gear is washed overboard or cut away? Unfortunately, Mr.
Córdoba didn’t. In 2005, a slightly larger boat crewed by five, had a similar experience and drifted
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along much the same course but were rescued after a little over 9 months. Despite having a slightly
larger vessel and retaining equipment, including fishing gear, they still lost two crew members, one of
whom owned the vessel. Like Córdoba, they couldn’t or wouldn’t eat food raw, and succumbed to
starvation.

Salvador had some survival experience. He claimed to have fled violence in El Salvador on foot,
backpacking, camping, hunting, and fishing his way up through Guatemala just into Mexico where he
stopped in a small village named Costa Azul. There he said he swept the sidewalks, a fisherman let
him mend nets and he eventually worked his way up to captaining a small fishing skiff. At the time, he
was accustomed to living in relative poverty and intimately knew where his food came from, but he
was semi-literate. So, he was accustomed to solving problems without reaching for his wallet but had
no formal survival training.

According to Salvador, Mr. Córdoba died because he decided to stop eating. The two men learned to
hold perfectly still until birds would land on the boat and could be caught. After about four months at
sea, he found small sea snake in the belly of a bird he was eating. He became sick from eating the
birds raw and was convinced he had been poisoned and would die if he continued to eat birds.
Having given up and stopped eating, his health deteriorated rapidly, and he died.

Córdoba’s death was hard on Salvador, who claimed he contemplated suicide for days afterward and
spoke to the corpse before eventually committing it to the sea.

Salvador claimed he couldn’t kill himself because his Christian faith prohibited it. Finding strength in
faith is a common thread throughout many survival ordeals, as is the desire of parents to survive to
protect and care for their children, fighting to survive to help friends or simply fellow human beings.

I have tremendous respect for survivors, and a survival ordeal doesn’t have to last weeks, months or
years to require a strong will to survive. Until the last 150 years or so, a strong will to survive was
required to survive to adulthood, and this exposure to hardship made people stronger. Today’s
parents and schools aren’t doing children any favors when the protect them from anything and
everything. Children must experience some degree of austerity and difficulty in life to develop
problem solving skills and to learn to adapt. So do adults.

The 10-80-10 Rule

An English psychologist named John Leach made a career of studying survival psychology. You could
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even say he wrote the book on it. He gave it the apt, if unimaginative, title: Survival Psychology.

Based on his study disasters, he concluded that only 10% of people did anything to help in a
meaningful way. A full 80% of people stood around, “like alabaster statues”. And the last 10%
panicked and acted in a way that impeded the rescue effort and endangered themselves and others.

Other psychologists argue that fewer than 10% panic, but the precise numbers aren’t as important as
the overall picture that the numbers represent. The 80% who freeze do so more out of normalcy bias
than analysis paralysis. They freeze because they’re stuck in a denial loop thinking, “This can’t be
happening!”, “Am I dreaming? I must be dreaming!”

If you’ve ever witnessed a disaster or participated in emergency response efforts, your own
observations likely bear out Dr Leach’s observations. Mine certainly do. And so did those of the
ancient Greek philosopher Heraclitus. You could call his observation the 10-80-9-1 rule, upon which,
Leach’s 10/80/10 rule must surely be based:

“Out of every one-hundred men, ten shouldn’t even be there, eighty are just targets, nine are the real
fighters, and we are lucky to have them, for they make the battle. Ah, but the one, one is a warrior
and he will bring the others back.”

Heraclitus said that 2,600 years ago, yet it rings remarkably true today.

So, which group do you think you would fall into? And do you believe that people can move from one
group to another if they are trained, educated, and conditioned? This is an old philosophical debate
that rage on to this day. Are we just wired the way we are and that’s that? Or are we capable of
self-improvement?

I don’t think people really know how they’ll respond when things go sideways until they experience it
a few times. I’m sure we’ve all seen someone lose it over some event that barely raised our pulse. But
I also believe that healthy human beings are capable of training ourselves to respond differently to
virtually any stimulus. I don’t believe that all we can ever hope to be is the sum of the genetic,
environmental, and psychic deterministic variables that initially shaped us early in life.

I do believe that determinism can explain some behaviors some of the time. The science that
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supports it was performed on animals and sick people. If you want to learn what we are capable of,
you must also study healthy and even exceptional people. Studying exceptional people reveals
abundant examples of people like Salvador who overcame the “impossible.”

“Vanquishing” Fear

Humans and animals experience fear because it helps us focus on the threat at hand, boosts blood
flow to the large muscle groups and to the brain, bumps up our blood pressure, suppresses pain, and
gives us a shot of energy.

For all the evolved advantages of fear response, it is not without disadvantages in the modern world.
Sometimes we experience tunnel vision and/or tunnel hearing as we focus on what we perceive to be
the greatest threat. Survivors also often report a loss of fine motor coordination, which can make it
difficult to operate firearms and safety buckles.

Fear does not need to be vanquished, so much as leveraged. In Deep Survival, Laurence Gonzales
wrote, “Turning fear into focus is the first act of a survivor.” (Laurence Gonzales, Deep Survival: Who
Lives, Who Dies, and Why, 2005). Survivors often describe feeling as if the world moving in slow
motion as their minds focused on the threats they faced.

Addressing the subject of fear, Gonzales referenced another maritime survival story involving a man
adrift at sea. This incident took place in the Atlantic and the survivor was Steven Callahan, who
survived 76 days adrift in a life raft. Mr. Callahan awoke to find his small home-built sailboat quickly
filling with water. He was initially unable to free a duffle bag of emergency supplies but was able to
inflate his life raft. With his boat quickly sinking, he took the risk of returning to his flooded and
quickly sinking boat to retrieve his supply duffle.

About Callahan’s gamble, Gonzales observed the following, “He had just saved his life by risking it,
which is the essential task of every organism. No risk, no reward. No risk, no life.” (Laurence Gonzales,
Deep Survival: Who Lives, Who Dies, and Why, 2005)

Of course, risk isn’t quite that simple is it? Risk must be calculated but fear must not factor in.
Vanquishing fear does not mean to never experience fear. It means that we must make accurate risk
calculations even when we experience fear.
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